COURSE ATLAS CART TESTING FAQ

What is my username and password to log in?
Your username is your NETID and the password is emory99.

What is the best way to search for classes?
If you know the abbreviation for the class then you can type it into the search bar. If not, use the drop down subject section.

Why does it take so long for classes to be added/removed from my cart?
You are testing in our development site which is slower compared to the Course Atlas site you use now to search for classes.

I see symbols in my CART. What do they mean?
The symbols give you information about the class status.
- Red: class is closed
- Green: class is open
- Yellow: this is a waitlisted class
- Yellow triangle: pre-flight warning related to the class

What is a preflight warning?
A pre-flight warning indicates there are conditions preventing registration, such as: general errors (including advising or finance holds), an error attempting to register for specific classes (because of a missing prerequisite, for example), combination errors (such as a missing co-requisite, an attempt to take two sections of same lecture, or enrolling in greater than 18 hours).

How do I add a “secondary” cart?
When adding a class to your cart, a grey box will appear. On the button for “Which Cart”, you will choose “Create A New Cart.” From there, name your secondary cart and press enter to create.

How do I see the calendar?
Make sure that you are under the FALL 2020 term and click the “primary cart” button. From there, all the classes that you have added to your cart will be visible. On the top where it says “Cart Contents” will you see a calendar.

Can I remove all the classes at once?
Yes. Make sure that you are under the FALL 2020 term and click the “primary cart” button. On the top right side of the box that displays all your classes, you will see “clear cart.” Click that and you will receive a pop up confirming the removal.
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Where is grade mode located?
When adding a class to your cart, a grey pop up box will appear at the bottom. You will see “Grade Mode”, where you can choose your preference.

If I enroll in a waitlisted class, when will I know that I have been added?
You will automatically be enrolled into that class when you have advanced on the waitlist.

Can I test another term besides FALL 2020?
Not at the moment. We are only testing for this term.

How do I log out once I complete my testing?
A log out button is located at the top right of the site, where you originally logged in.

Will I get kicked out if I am inactive?
Yes. If you are idle for more than 5 mins then you will automatically be logged out.

When will Cart be available in the Course Atlas?
We are hoping to have it available by Summer 2020!

What if I have other questions?
Contact the Course Atlas team at courseatlashelp@emory.edu.

To validate your cart selections, select either your Primary Cart or one of your secondary carts from the left-hand search bar.
• Green, yellow, or red dots to the right of each course indicate the course status.
• A yellow triangle underneath a course indicates a warning related to the class.

PRO TIPS
Once you click the “GO TO REGISTRATION” button, you will be directed to OPUS, where you can validate and complete enrollment. In the example below, we were unable to enroll into two of our selections because of pre-reqs and department approvals.